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For many of us, the best aspect about 2020 is that the year is almost
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over. A global pandemic has unleashed unprecedented challenges and
disruptions to both our personal and professional lives.
Adding to our stress are the headlines of social unrest in our cities,
summer fires on the West Coast and the Gulf Coast getting hammered
by hurricanes. Despite all these difficulties, we are inspired by the
resourcefulness, innovation and leadership among IMARK members,

Matt Roos
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suppliers and the local agency rep firms that have pivoted their businesses to successfully navigate through these uncharted waters.
Many are reporting that business activity is

our staff is now working on an alternative

now better than expected and most have

meeting to be hosted in the summer of 2021.

recovered lost sales incurred from the
painful months of March and April. The
improved business climate is expected to
Ted Havel
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carry through the fourth quarter.

A growing number of members and suppliers
are asking for a return to “face-to-face”
meetings. More so than ever before, live
in-person meetings are very crucial to

In 2021, we look forward, hopefully, to

the vitality and growth of our group and

returning to some level of normalcy. With

our industry.

the cancellation of the Spring 2021 meeting,

Stay tuned for additional updates.
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Planning to Succeed:

BE INTENTIONAL
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There are two things to know about

contractor) is generating the oppor-

old-fashion talking about how the

strategy. First, a strategy is important

tunity and then determining where

year has gone, honestly.

to crystallize your thoughts, provide

to spend their money. The key is why

direction and act as a communica-

should they spend it with you?

tion tool to your team. The second is
recognition that every good strategy
undergoes regular revision due to

Right now, and more than ever, you
need to understand your relationship

The phases of developing your plan

with your market, your company,

include:

your customers and the potential of
each. Data can deliver these insights.

“things.”

1. Introspection, Research & Insights

This year is the perfect example of

2. Idea Generation

those “things.” As they say in the

3. Aggregation & Execution

data can be powerful tools.

4. Ongoing Evaluation and Refinement

One resource Channel Marketing

military, “the enemy has a say.” The
key to winning is adjusting.
That’s where your planning comes into
play. Planning is about understanding
the landscape, knowing what you
want to achieve and then determining
how to achieve it. It requires gathering information to understand your
environment, your resources, where
you can solicit assistance and then

While it sounds comprehensive, and
it can be, it can also be streamlined
into a two-day working session. It all
depends upon your organization, style
and, if you use an outside facilitator,
their ability to ask the right questions,
understand your business/industry
and add ideas.

Internal business intelligence data
combined with external economic

Group uses to support clients is
DISC Corp. While they have market
projections for the electrical industry,
they also gather information on the
construction and industrial markers
from The Census Bureau, The Bureau
of Labor and Statistics, the FRED and
more and shares it with distributors to
provide a macroeconomic viewpoint

determining what you need to do

Introspection, Research & Insights

(or procure) to give your team the

This first step is critical. It’s about

data analytics group can also take

resources to achieve the goal. Then

gathering information…quantitative

your data and transform the view

it is all about execution.

information and qualitative insights.

of it, enabling a different perspec-

While 2020 has had “challenges,”

This can comprise macroeconomic

looking forward it is about developing

information, marketplace information,

a plan to achieve your future goals.

industry insight and analyzing your

For most in the plumbing industry,

data. The goal is to have a sense

it is about taking market share. By
earning business from a customer,
you are taking it away from a
competitor. Why taking? Because
the customer (either homeowner or

of the construction market. Their

tive to be had. This is important
because looking at it the same
way, repeatedly, may result in you
missing opportunities.

of where the economy and market

DISC Corp. estimates the wholesale

is going while understanding your

plumbing community will sell $58

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities

billion dollars’ worth of goods in 2020

and threats (SWOT), which come

through approximately 7,100 locations.

from information gathering and good

As a plumbing distributor or manufacturer, this information, and other
continued on page 9
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continued from page 7

market multipliers, can be used to

be 360o input. From end-customers/

your value proposition? How can you

calculate your market share as we

contractors, distributors (if you are a

generate more? What do you need to

move through a multi-year recovery.

manufacturer), salespeople (and reps/

be successful (or, more importantly,

RSMs), perhaps even employees or

what does your company need to do

suppliers. Ask their opinion about the

to be more successful with your

market, their opportunities, how “you”

customers/in your territory)?

Some additional areas to consider
include:
• Do you “plan” expecting today’s
COVID environment or a different
one? For how long?
• What is your expectation of the
market?
• How have your processes been
impacted?
• More importantly, how are customers
and their customers being impacted?
What are their new expectations?
What is their outlook?
• What is your staff’s input?
As part of this process, “customer”
insights can be beneficial. This should

can improve and more. Those who
contribute want you to succeed.
Next, ask departments how they can
improve. How can “you/they” be easier
to do business with? What additional
value can each bring to their customers?
What processes need to be improved?
How can utilization increase? What is
their value proposition, and the company’s, today and what could it be?

Ask what is important for account
retention as well as for taking share.
Then prioritize.
It’s about asking for information,
seeking opportunities, developing ideas,
changing models and anticipating the
future, knowledgeable. Going into 2021
companies will be more conservative
with investments and will seek to
reallocate current funding. Focus and

If you are in sales, the issues are the

enhancing models will be critical.

same, but about your goals and “ac-

Idea Generation

count package.” Where are customer
needs? Where are they going? What is

Once you have gathered information
and know the current and projected
continued on page 10
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continued from page 9

state, the next phase is identifying

Gather the thoughts, determine the

decision that reinforces to your staff

what strategies you want to continue

feasibility, gain budgetary insight and

that the company has a roadmap to

and conduct an idea generation idea

then prioritize as inevitably you cannot

achieve success and is committed to

to determine “what’s next.”

do everything. Every company is, at

profitable growth. Involving your team

some point, resource-constrained.

helps develop a better “product” as

Ongoing Evaluation and Refinement

well as earns their buy-in to the strat-

This brainstorming exercise helps
identify what new strategies will
emerge. Consider what competitors
are doing. Look at distributors/manufacturers in other industries or markets.
Ask customers what would be of
benefit to them.

Aggregation & Execution
Next it is about aggregating the ideas,
developing a project plan and calendaring the activities to ensure timely
implementation.
For some initiatives you may want
advance time to present the strategy
to your key suppliers or distributors to
gather their input, or perhaps “buy-in.”
For distributors, remember your 2021
earned co-op funds will probably be
less than they were last year as they
are based upon 2020 performance.

10
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An area that is challenging for most
companies is ongoing evaluation of
their strategy with periodic reviews
where you consider refinement. It is
like taking a road trip and finding

egy, implementation and success.
Planning can be a process, or it can be
a workshop. The key is, have a plan
going into next year so you can be
intentional in your actions.

out that there is construction on a
segment of the highway. You can slow

About the Author: David Gordon is president

down or consider a detour/alternate

of Channel Marketing Group, which is a distribution

route that enables you to continue.

strategy and marketing consulting firm helping

Adjustments are needed in plans. The

distributors, manufacturers and representatives in

key is achieving the end goal within

the industrial and construction industries generate

the defined timeframe.

insights and ideas to drive growth. For more

And reporting these metrics to various

information on Channel Marketing Group, visit

stakeholders also helps earn buy-in for
future initiatives.

Next Steps

channelmkt.com. Gordon can be reached at
dgordon@channelmkt.com. Channel Marketing
Group is an IMARK Group member service provider.
To receive the macroeconomic construction insights,

Strategic planning is a commitment to

email Chris Sokoll at chris@disccorp.com and

intentionally succeed. It is a leadership

mention IMARK Plumbing.
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BY JENNIFER KOHLHEPP

10 Tips to Make the

Most of E-Commerce
If you were searching for a reason to enter the realm of e-commerce,

look no further than trying to successfully operate a distribution business
in the era of COVID-19.
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The pandemic has accelerated the

“Spending money isn’t necessarily the

contactless purchase trend with more

answer but investing time and human

customers shopping online and relying

resources are unavoidable for success

on curbside pick-up and less customers

in this space.”

wanting to conduct in-person sales
transactions inside of brick-and-mortar
stores. Small and medium-sized distributors who were skeptical about
e-commerce now realize they have
to adopt digital sales tools to adapt
to the changing environment.
“I’ve seen steady growth of e-commerce over the past several years and
certainly some surges of growth surrounding COVID,” said Tyler Tworek,
customer success manager for Second
Phase, a BillTrust company. “People
are more open to a touchless experience. They don’t want to wear a
mask and go inside to talk about what
they need for a job. They want their
items to be there and ready for them.
The will-call pick-up experience has
become important during COVID.”
Second Phase picked up 30% more
customers than it had in the last six
months and doubled e-commerce
growth month over moth with some
customers. Some distributors have
grown their e-commerce business
from 10% of their sales to 20%-30%
of their sales and others now conduct
12% percent of their business online
when they were only at 3% two
years ago.

As a result of the COVID crisis, now
more than ever e-commerce priorities
are of the utmost importance. “At the
end of the day, your customer will
go to another distributor that’s got
it once they figure out you don’t,”
Tworek said.
In his role at Second Phase, Tworek
has worked closely with dozens of
IMARK distributors in multiple industries. He offers the following strategies
and tactics to help you reach your
e-commerce objectives.
Compensate your sales reps
equally or better on e-commerce
sales. You don’t want your sales
team team working actively against
you. “What I’ve seen work really well
is to not only have compensation be
same but add targets for them to hit
to engage a certain percentage of the
customer base in using the webstore
or to achieve a certain percentage
of overall sales from the webstores,”
Tworek said. Offer bonuses or commission as accelerators to work
webstore purchases into existing
sales program. Sales teams have to
be motivated to use the webstore
and distributors have to get them on
board and engaged with promoting

“Distributors who are not afraid to

web sales. It’s the most effective way

invest in building a great webstore

to operate a webstore.

experience are reaping the benefits,”
Tworek said.

Provide access to your entire
product selection on your web-

Those who have the most e-commerce

store. When customers go to buy

success are those who realize it’s

something online and they can’t find

always a work in progress that needs

it, they lose confidence in a company’s

constant attention. “It doesn’t have to

online business and it takes a signifi-

be a capital investment,” Tworek said.

cant effort to get them back to using
continued on page 14
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continued from page 13

the webstore. They have to know they

those types of messages when it is

Track the percentage of e-com-

will have the same experience across

absolutely necessary because, in most

merce sales by branch, sales rep,

all of your selling platforms.

cases, they are fallbacks because the

division and hold your respective

data isn’t there.

teams and individuals accountable

Have photos for every product in
your webstore. Whether or not it is a

Handhold your customers. Many

photo of the exact product or a photo

contractors won’t take initiative

of a “generic copper elbow,” give cus-

without handholding. They need

tomers confidence in purchasing from

to be shown how to use a webstore.

your webstore with images for every

Helping customers place the first two

product. Many customers lose con-

webstore orders in-person or over

fidence if they can’t see a product to

the phone goes a really long way

confirm that it is the one they need.

toward getting them to repeatedly

Provide real-time pricing and

use a webstore.

availability for every product.

Market to your existing customers.

Avoid the message of “call for pricing/

Your customers need consistent

availability” whenever possible. Do

reminders that your webstore exists

anything to avoid putting an obstacle

and why it will make their jobs easier.

in front of customer who wants to buy

Reminding them should be an exten-

a product. Anytime a customer sees

sion of any marketing strategy. If you

that they have to call for information

are not targeting people who haven’t

is an opportunity for that customer

placed a webstore order, they are not

to lose confidence and continue

all of sudden going to request a login.

making phone calls instead of using

Fresh messages are critical to grow the

your webstore.

adoption rate among your customer

There will be situations where
you can’t display a price due to
product certification. Then, display
that information instead of “call for
pricing and availability.” Only display

base. Ask them to reply to the email to
set up an account and email customers
who haven’t placed a webstore order
every single month or more. If they
only see a reminder every six months,
it’s not going to sink in.

for their results. In any sales meetingtype context, look at the numbers
broken out by e-commerce sales and
set up incentives to make sure your
employees are hitting their targets.
Hold them accountable and make sure
that e-commerce is a topic of discussion in every sales meeting. If you are
investing in e-commerce, it’s a priority
for the future of your business and that
needs to be translated into all normal
business activities and assessed on a
regular basis.
Make your e-commerce initiative
an extension of your value proposition and business goals. You have
to integrate what you are doing with
e-commerce into the other initiatives
you have and extend your value proposition into your webstore. Too often,
e-commerce is viewed as a separate
business unit or strategy when it
should be looked at as an extension
of everything you are already doing.
Ensure customers have a consistent
experience across all of your selling
continued on page 17
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continued from page 14

platforms and think about e-commerce

E-commerce management

service team support customers

the same way you think about every

shouldn’t fall on one person. Your

using the webstore and how might

brick-and-mortar store experience.

inside sales and customer service

they leverage the webstore to make

representatives should be able to

their jobs easier?

Mobilize your entire team around
your e-commerce initiatives and
how they promote the overall
health of your relationship with
your customers. Too often in distribution, one person is put in charge of
e-commerce. Think how much more
you can get out of it when it’s managed

answer questions about your webstore
and remind customers it exists. Your
outside sales folks, due to their close
relationships with customers, should
be the No. 1 advocates of your webstore. To optimize your e-commerce
initiative, ask yourself:

Internal support for your e-commerce
initiatives is no longer optional. Many
of your customers are now working
remotely and expect a consumer-grade
online experience to find products,
create orders and have visibility to
customer pricing, stock accuracy and

and used across all departments. The

• What can each team in my organiza-

pick-up/delivery options, the same

more you distribute the ownership

tion do to contribute to this effort?

way they would if they were in your

of your e-commerce effort, the more
success you will have with it. Your
counter sales folks can use your website to place orders at the counter and
show customers the advantages of using
it. The more you have that message
everywhere, the more success you will
have with your e-commerce initiative.

• How can my marketing strategies

store or calling with an order.

translate into the e-commerce

Successful distributors that will continue

environment?

to thrive in the future will be those

• How can my counter sales team
help educate customers and promote
my webstore?
• How can my inside sales or customer

providing a content-rich webstore that
unifies both online and on-premise
selling channels that connect directly
to their ERP system for real-time stock
levels, pricing and shipment options.

imarkgroup.com
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BY JENNIFER KOHLHEPP

81-Year-Old Winthrop
Supply Passes Down
to Fourth Generation

Fritz Steck (center) held all of Withrop
Supply’s stock until about five years ago
when he started passing down the family
business to his children. The fourth generation of the Steck family now has control
of business, with Will Steck (l) serving as
president and Molly Steck (r) as vice
president and treasurer/secretary.

Plumbing, heating and mechanical contractors throughout

“They are young and energetic,” Fritz said, adding that his

central Indiana have relied on Winthrop Supply for top-quality

children are quickly and astutely taking the business to the

residential and commercial plumbing supplies since the

next level. “I am very confident that they are well equipped to

company’s founding.

move forward.”

William Steck Sr. survived the depression with his contracting

“It’s definitely exciting,” Molly said. “It has been in the works for

business and acquired real estate in a healthy state. He started

a couple of years. Will and I are pretty comfortable with running

to set aside money to start his own supply house—how better

things here. Dad did a great job and Will and I are going to

to compete than to supply yourself. By 1939, he saved enough

continue that.”

money to start Winthrop Supply. The name came simply from
being located on Winthrop Avenue.

Many of the contractors that Winthrop Supply services have been
customers for years as the company prides itself on treating cus-

Fritz Steck joined the company in 1970 and worked alongside

tomers like they are part of the family and providing responsive,

of his father, William Steck Jr., and his aunt Dorothy Hummel.

accommodating service. “What makes our company successful

“My father made Dorothy the general manager and she ran the

by far and away is our customer service,” Will said. “We still rely

company almost 50 years,” Fritz said. “She was my mentor.”

on traditional sales. We’re not excited about e-commerce and it’s

When Dorothy retired in 1996, Fritz acquired all of the company

nothing we are going to push in the near future.”

stock, which he held until about five years ago when he started

Customers count on Winthrop Supply for a vast, comprehensive

passing down the family business to his children—Will, Molly

line of top-quality, competitively priced plumbing, heating and

and Jannie—last July. The fourth generation of the Steck family

related equipment and supplies. The business stocks thousands

now has control of business, with Will serving as president,

of items in-house. “Our main customer is the plumber who

Molly as vice president and treasurer/secretary and Jannie

works on the service side of things—when things break and

serving on the board of directors.

people need them fixed right away,” Will said. “Our store has
everything on the shelf the first time.”
continued on page 21
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continued from page 18

Customers return because Winthrop Supply’s fill rates are pretty

pretty well. They know the responsibilities of the job…and we

much unmatchable. “We are accomplishing 99% on a very con-

enjoy a very active economy in our sector.”

sistent basis,” Will said. “Our competitors don’t have everything,
and contractors don’t want to shop in different places to get the
parts they need. We have everything you need every time.”

The company’s short-term goal is to continue to ensure staff is
happy with their jobs and customers are happy with the service.
“We are focused on keeping smiles on the faces of our vendors,

The company’s 17 employees including salesmen and counter

customers and staff and are not ready to dive into growth or

staff have extensive product knowledge. “We offer contractors

expansion,” Will said.

wide-ranging consultation, training and advice for virtually any
residential or commercial plumbing or heating project,” Will
said. “We assist with everything, too, from plumbing or heating
product selection to technical support to certification.”

For Winthrop Supply, IMARK Plumbing membership has many
benefits. “The rebate dollars are a huge driver for us,” Will said,
adding that the company also benefits from the meetings and
member service providers’ offerings. “It really makes our life

Winthrop Supply employees are not only among the most

easy from a marketing perspective,” Will said. “IMARK is giving

knowledgeable in the region but also among the friendliest. “We

us a good platform to market ourselves.”

have a good group of employees that has been together a long
time with no turnover,” Fritz said. “Everybody knows everyone

For more information, visit winthropsupply.com.

imarkgroup.com
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It’s Sunday. The day of rest. However, somewhere, someone is
looking for information about your products or services.
In fact, there is probably more than one person doing this. That’s
because the way people obtain and consume information has
changed. Sunday is just another day in the quest to satisfy the thirst
for information.
The good news is people no longer have to

Also, people are most interested in quantity,

wait for information. Information is always

not quality. Programmatic especially lures

there, ready to be accessed and consumed.

us into a deep sleep of clicks and hits, and

The bad news is you may never know that
these people have sought you out on a
Sunday. Or any day.
Information never rests. Nor does the hunt
for it. So, you can’t rest either.

Reality Check
Today, some people work all of the time
trying to solve their problems. Anytime.
Or so we are told. The stress of jobs drives
people outside the nine-to-five mindset.
Just as problems do not follow a schedule,
problem solving has followed the same
pattern. Anytime. Anywhere.
But, how do we really know that this is really
true—that people hunt for information all
the time?
And if that is the case, what are we supposed
to do about it?

we stop at a superficial understanding of
what’s really going on.
However, when you do these deep dive
analyses, the return on your investment
is unduplicated knowledge of how people
consume information, and how they obtain
what they consume.
In the world of information, nothing
is readily apparent without analysis.
Including ROI.
In order to respond to the first question, how
do we know that people work all the time,
we are sharing (with permission) a glimpse
of what happened on this publisher’s website on just one Sunday in April. The other
question, what should you do about it,
we’ll discuss at the end of this piece.
And by the way, something like this happens
every Sunday. The “work week” is simply

A major B2B publisher has allowed our

much more intense in their consumption.

company to study these two questions for

Only the names were changed to protect

the last five years by monitoring visitors to

the innocent.

his website using a reverse IP lookup code.

Groovin’ on a Sunday Afternoon

While any publisher can do this, most do
not. In fact, we don’t know anyone doing it
this way except for this publisher. Why?
Monitoring and analyzing is expensive.
In business, many are not prepared to
make such an investment. If time is money,
it’s not always readily apparent what the
return on investment (ROI) of a time investment in this activity returns.

Three hundred and seventy-four companies
visited this B2B website and consumed
581 pages. “That’s not much,” you might
say, especially if you are used to hearing
consumer statistics about websites. But
remember, it’s Sunday. It’s a B2B website.
More important, it’s not visits that are
important (HITS are How Idiots Track
Success); it’s how long they stay there!
continued on page 25
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continued from page 23

According to Nielsen Normal Group, “The average page visit

visiting this website, which is a website with information

lasts a little less than a minute.” On this publisher’s website

on building products, facility maintenance and property

in our study, the average time for a visitor is measured in

management? What has that got to do with precision

hours and minutes, not seconds. How much is that extra

molding and tooling?

time worth? What is the result of that time spent in terms of
a sale? Worse, how do you determine the ROI on something
like that when most people can’t even see it?
According to Nielsen Normal Group, visitors may bounce,
but what’s more important is getting them to come back.
“To determine whether your site is building a loyal audience,
look at the frequency and recency of users’ site visits.”

Well, the answer is that all companies have buildings that
need things. But that’s too easy. The real answer can be
found in examining the pages consumed.
These pages covered everything from building maintenance
costs, life safety and security, money-saving products to an
article about the world’s first powerhouse hotel in the Arctic
Circle. They also read an article on how HVAC companies

While that’s a topic for another article, these companies vis-

are attracting the next generation of workers, industry news

iting this website come back—repeatedly—even on Sunday.

and more.

One (of course there were more, but we are selecting one)

That type of consumption suggests they are doing homework.

of those companies visiting that day was privately owned.

Homework is what most people do on B2B websites.

This company provides tooling products and services, and
it consumed the most pages that day—which comprised 5%
of the total pages consumed. The company was a manufacturer and designer of precision molds and other tooling in a
variety of materials. The question is, of course, why are they

They consume information that will help them solve problems.
In this case, the company had (like all buildings) maintenance
issues, and the publisher serves up information on the topic
that is high in SEO.
continued on page 26
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continued from page 25

In fact, this particular company spent around three hours

topics and an article entitled “8 Janitorial & Restroom Money-

and 45 minutes in two separate sessions on the site that

Saving Products 2019.” In other words, this company has

Sunday. People don’t have that kind of time to waste,

many buildings that need such products and services. These

suggesting this company is a primary target to sell products

buildings are located in Asia, Europe and North America.

related to their searches! The question is, how would

One of these facilities was first purchased in 1905 and is

you know that since it’s not your website the company

now a research and development facility on 105 acres.

is visiting? The answer is in the second question, what

Another, in California, is a 256,000-square-foot research

do you do about it? For now, let’s examine a few more of

facility housing biologics drug discovery activities. In other

these Sunday visitors.

words, a prime target for people who sell everything from

A public company consumed 30 pages that Sunday. This

lighting to roofing to janitorial products.

company was a global biopharmaceutical organization

Yet another company is a global leader in the HVAC industry.

with a mission to “discover, develop and deliver innovative

This company only spent three minutes on the website

medicines that help patients prevail over serious diseases.”

that Sunday, yet the consumption of pages is telling: they

What are they doing spending such a long time (45 minutes)

reviewed the products on the website’s heating and air

on this website on a Sunday?

conditioning product page, looked at their own product

Again, the answer is in the pages they consumed, everything
from Solar Fabric Canopies: Energy-Generating Tenant
Amenities, 6 Water Conservation Tips for Your Building, a
wide range of facility maintenance and energy management

listings and then also looked at their competitors.

Homework
Who would benefit from knowing this? How about the one
competitor that they focused on and spent extra time
continued on page 29
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reviewing? Or how about the 51 other companies that
viewed that page since January, including universities,
major manufacturers, a major property manager, an
airline manufacturer and more?
You see, in the study of the consumption of information,
there is a wealth of opportunity that is exposed beyond
the click and hit. It simply requires work not only to
uncover it, but to pursue it.

Play It Again, Sam
One more example was a university that visited a couple
of times that Sunday. In these sessions, they arrived
in the morning and went to one page on the website
covering ADA restrooms, one of the most visited pages
on the publisher’s site. But they didn’t stay long; after
all, it’s Sunday. However, they came back at 4:51 p.m.
and stayed a half hour to finish reading the article they
found that morning.
Now, because it’s a university, we have two conclusions,
especially because of the amount of time spent on one
article: 1) that it’s a student doing research or 2) it’s the
facility manager doing homework. In both cases, there
are opportunities for sellers of products and services
related to ADA restrooms. If you doubt that, consider
the following scenario when I conducted follow up on
that visitor.
This university is undergoing major renovations valued
at $100 million; a project that involves the renovations
of three buildings along with the addition of a new one
valued at $50 million. The “documents” are not available
in one of the leading providers of such documents for
security reasons no doubt (it’s a military university).
Nevertheless, in talking directly to the facility people,
who we accessed through the office of the president,
we found this renovation does include restrooms (what
building doesn’t?). The facility manager wasn’t listed
online anywhere, nor in the phone directory. So, we
called the office of the president and had a 10-minute
conversation learning everything we needed to know.
It took 45 minutes for me to find this information. The
time investment produced contacts at that university,
including the director of facilities, who is not listed
either on the website or LinkedIn. However, there’s
a one-hour video of a lecture he gave and if you take
the time to view it and make a sales call and pitch, you
are guaranteed to get an audience with him. For in that
video, he outlines his journey to becoming the facilities
director—his career, with personal insights you would
never uncover without investigation.
continued on page 31
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Here’s the problem: what salesperson will spend this time

buyer to feel that he is actually leading the talks. In short,

finding, investigating and then preparing for the pitch to

the salesman is creating the emotional fabric in which belief

this director?

can take place for the product to be sold.”

Unfortunately, not many. However, if this university was

To create that “fabric” takes discipline and time—both of

your target, and if you sold ADA restroom equipment, going

which seem to be a rarity these days.

through this discipline would virtually not only guarantee
you an audience: you would most likely make this university
a key account.
But the central question is: why won’t salespeople take the
time to do this? And that is really the second question: what
are we supposed to do about it?

Sell, That’s What You Should Do About It
Part of the answer about what to do with knowledge of
such consumption on Sunday (or any day) is to just do what
salespeople do: homework. And then instead of going to the
Sales Prevention Office, go out and sell something.
Many people expect instantaneous results. However,
nothing is instantaneous about homework or a sale
in B2B. Homework takes time, but doing it produces
extraordinary results!
Another part of the answer to what to do about it can be
found in our recent blog, “Why Doesn’t a Sales Force Follow
Up on Leads.” In that piece we suggested excuses such as
“too busy” or “questioning the source of the lead” or other
reasons that don’t make sense, including “impossible to
penetrate” are just that: excuses.
But, the fact is Elmer G. Leterman in his great decades-old
book, The Sale Begins When the Customer Says No, said,
“The confidence in yourself that

In addition to these few examples for the Sunday B2B
visitors, some of the categories that the 374 companies
who visited that Sunday were from the following industries
(to name a few):
• Agriculture
• Business Services
• Colleges and Universities
• Cultural Institutions
• Electronics Manufacturing
• Health Care
• Hospitals and Clinics
• Media and Entertainment
• Network Security Devices
• Packaging and Container Manufacturing
• Tobacco
• Workers’ Compensation
The publisher’s website we have been discussing is
buildings.com. It has superior SEO due to its content. We
don’t just “say that.” We have the proof in the studies we’ve
conducted on how people consume information on it.
If you are interested in learning more, please contact us.
Thank you for reading this and see you some Sunday
afternoon on your website or ours! We’d love to hear
from you!

comes from self-esteem but that
must be balanced by a willing-

About the Author: Jim

ness to learn and a realization of

Nowakowski is president of

how little you know, the science

Interline Creative Group Inc. He

of convincing others of the

has been a business strategist,

benefits of your thinking can

speaker and author since starting

be learned.”
Leterman recognized this
important point: “A salesman
must carry the discussion into
the channels and paths that

his company in 1990. Inline Creative
Group has been selected to develop the
new IMARK Group public website
that will be launched. Reach him at
jim@interlinegroup.com.

he desires, but in doing so he
must allow the prospective
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IMARK MEMBER SERVICE PROVIDER REFERENCE GUIDE
IMARK Member Service Providers (MSPs) have a proven track record of providing excellent and cost-effective services to
IMARK members in the following areas:
• Financial Services
• Logistics Management, Transportation
and Warehousing Support
• Management Tools

• Office Supplies and Uniforms
• Sales and Marketing Support
• Technology and E-Commerce Solutions

IMARK member companies earn rebates and/or discounts when they purchase services from the companies listed below.
Complete information on IMARK MSPs can be found in the “Member Service Directory” section of the IMARK website
at IMARKGroup.com.
Please contact Ken Nagel (knagel@imarkgroup.com) at 301-281-8109 if you have any questions about the IMARK MSP program.

MSP REFERENCE GUIDE
MSP

SERVICES

CONTACT INFO

WEBSITE/EMAIL

Alerus Retirement Services

401(k) Retirement Plans

Billtrust

Complete Billing Services

C2C Resources

Commercial Collections

Card Connect

Credit Card Processing

Clarus Merchant Services
Conexiom

Credit Card Processing and
Payment Services
Automated Data Entry

EDIC Insurance Co.

Business Insurance Captive

alerusretirementsolutions.com
kschermitzler@alerusmail.com
billtrust.com
mrose@billtrust.com
c2cresources.com
jsmith@c2cresources.com
cardconnectaip.com
jsmith@cardconnectaip.com
clarusdc.com
randy.tillim@clarusdc.com
conexiom.com
ash@conexiom.com
captiveresources.com
jmchale@captiveresources.com

Financial Problem Solvers

Cost Control, Margin Improvement,
Business Valuations
Check Processing Programs
and Services

Keith Schermitzler
866.427.2731
Mitchell Rose
888.580.2455 ext. 122
Jerry Smith
866.460.7898
Jerry Smith
866.460.2113
Randy Tillim
888.245.7216 ext. 703
Ash Abhyankar
866.447.9608
John McHale
847.781.1400
Sheldon Charapp
301.937.6376
Jeanine Goodstein
800.858.5256 ext. 208

Financial Services

United Tranz Actions

shelly@steinerfamily.net
nctinc.com
jgoodstein@nctinc.net

Logistics Management, Transportation and Warehousing Support
Budget Car Rental
Budget Truck Rental

Car Rental Program
(BCD#S217171)
Car/Truck Rental

Elite EXTRA

Routing/Tracking/Reporting

Ford Motor Company

Fleet Pricing on Sales and Leases
of New Cars and Trucks
Car Rental Program
(CDP#96685)
Optimization of Delivery, Transfer,
LTL and Freight Systems

Hertz Car Rental
Tag Logistics

Ken Nagel
301.281.8109
Act#56000182341
888.633.3875
Dave Safirstein
704.892.1700
Dan O’Connor
804.658.7960
Ken Nagel
301.281.8109
Mike Loonie
413.478.9125

budget.com
ken@imarkgroup.com

Brian Friedle
206.789.8313
Marion Moyer
856.727.0766

mits.com
brain.friedle@mits.com
phocas.biz
marian@phocas.biz

Christi Sloan
800.795.7368
Derek Coppinger
781.935.3450

cintas.com
sloanc@cintas.com
newcastlesys.com/imarkgroup
dcoppinger@newcastlesys.com

eliteextra.com
dsafirstein@eliteextra.com
doconno3@ford.com
hertz.com
ken@imarkgroup.com
taglogistics.com
mloonie@taglogistics.com

Management Tools
MITS

Business Intelligence Software

Phocas, Inc.

Business Intelligence Software

Office, Warehouse Supplies and Uniforms
Cintas
Newcastle Systems
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Uniforms, Safety, and First
Aid Supplies
Mobile powered workstations and portable
power systems for the warehouse
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OfficeMart

Ink Cartridges, Office Supplies

Staples

Office Supplies, Furniture,
Technology and Copying/Printing
Warehouse Supplies

Brian Morin
603.219.0585
Rick Manson
774.369.3451
Cliff Liberman
781.249.0895

officemart.com
brian.morin@officemart.com
stapleslink.com
rick.manson@staples.com
clifford.liberman@staples.com

Marc Mathios
718.731.1550
Chris Taylor
724.234.4216
Evelyn Blair
800.664.6543
Colin Casad
503.715.0612
H. John Mejia
800.238.5659 ext. 2409
David Gordon
919.488.8635
Jeff Barnhart
609.297.2235
John Anderson
440.236.5534
Andy Straus
615.250.8241
Brian Hoffman
866.758.1300
Eric Singleton
978.488.4200
Joe Raventos
949.258.0410
Mark Braniff
804.399.3602
David Wolfe
888.452.4WPS

ace-promo.com
marc@ace-promo.com
ampminc.com
ctaylor@ampminc.com
americanimpact.com
onhold@americanimpact.com
bluevolt.com
colin.casad@bluevolt.com
capitolmarketing.com
meridinet.com
hmejia@capitolmarketing.com
channelmkt.com
dgordon@channelmkt.com
CMAsolutions.com
jbarnhart@cmasolutions.com
distributormarketing.net
john@distributormarketing.net
goldnerassociates.com
astraus@goldnerassociates.com
onholdwizard.com
brian@onholdwizard.com
prolineproductsinc.com
Eric@ProLineProductsInc.com
goSMP.com
sales@goSMP.com
veolia.com
mark.braniff@veoliaes.com
wolfepromo.com
get-it@wolfepromo.com

Ace Rosenstein
800.425.5139 ext. 671
Paul Rennerfeldt
952.378.4006
Barbara Jagoe
203.364.1200
Matt Christensen
801.509.9903
Todd Daubenberger
952.250.2299
Michael Horn
847.204.1868
David Oldfather
610.613.8294
Julie Traughber
888.777.6101 ext. 702
Jack Carrere
504.233.9566
Mark Kostovny
303.582.9326
Jillian Dabovich
800.228.3628 ext. 3233
Stacey Pandeloglou
757.435.1733
Greg Smith
617.851.8258
Robert Stone
858.775.9829
Claudia Aguado
301.949.4400
Mark Farr
866.684.4134

bravobusinessmedia.com
ace@bravobusinessmedia.com
commercevantage.com
Paul.Rennerfeldt@commercebank.com
ddisystem.com
barbara@ddisys.com
distdatasolutions.com
mattc@distdatasolutions.com
epicor.com
tdaubenberger@epicor.com
evolutionx.io
mhorn@estechgroup.io
jigsawsystemsinc.com
doldfather@jigsawsystemsinc.com
lightsamerica.com
julie@lightsamerica.com
prokeep.com
jack@prokeep.com
secondphase.net
mark@secondphase.net
scantron.com
jillian.dabovich@scantron.com
informediate.com/sourceware_erp
stacey@dtgworldwide.com
www.sparxiq.com
gregory.smith@sparxiq.com
tradeservices.com
robert_stone@tradeservices.com
ximplellc.com
claguado@ximplellc.com
xologic.com
sales@xologic.com

Sales and Marketing Support
Ace Apparel & Promotion

Promotions, Apparel

AMPM

Advertising and Marketing

American Impact Media

On-Hold Message Systems

BlueVolt

Online Distributor Universities

Capitol Marketing/Meridian
Enterprises

Incentive Awards and Employee
Rewards Programs

Channel Marketing Group

Marketing Consultant

CMA

Advertising, Digital Marketing, Websites,
Mobile Apps and Public Relations
Marketing, Target
Office Products/Furniture
Promotional Products

Distributor Marketing
Management
Goldner Associates
On Hold Media Group
PROLine Hydration Solutions
SMP
Veolia
Wolfe Promotional Services

Real-Time On-Hold Message
Delivery Systems
Bottled Water
(Pallet, LTL or Full Truck Load)
Sales and Marketing Software
for the Distribution Industry
Lamp, Ballast, and Electronics
Recycling
Incentive Program Ideas
and Products

Technology and E-Commerce Solutions
Bravo Business Media
CommerceVantage
DDI System
DDS
Epicor
ES Tech Group
Jigsaw Systems
LightsAmerica
ProKeep
Second Phase
Scantron Technology Solutions
SourceWare ERP
SPARXiQ
Trade Service Corporation

Internet Solutions, Web Marketing,
Online Sales Technology
Automated Accounts
Payable Solutions
Software provider for PHCP, HVAC,
electrical and showroom distributors
Data for E-Commerce Web
Computer-Based Business
Management Soultions
Webstore Platform,
Web Catalog Service
Pricing Analytics and
Inventory Optimization
Web Storefront for Lighting
Showrooms
Messaging Platform
for Distributors
Web and Cloud-Based e-Commerce
Data Content Solutions
Managed IT Services, Hardware Repair,
Maintenance, Etc.
Affordable ERP Solutions
Including Webstore Development
Pricing Analytics, Training

Ximple Solutions, LLC

Computer-Based Product and
Pricing Solutions
Affordable ERP Solutions

XOLogic

Webstore Development Services

imarkgroup.com
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BY BRADLEY S. WILLIAMS, VICE PRESIDENT, THE BERINGER GROUP

TO KEEPSELL?
OR

The typical family or closely held business has a life

income security for working members and shareholders, the

much like any of ours, beginning in infancy and growing

current business environment as it relates to the pricing

with the passage of time and the occurrence of various

multiple for the specific business, what will and should

“lifecycle” events.

happen to loyal executive and employee groups, the extent

Especially during the maturation state, the business owner
begins to focus more closely on where the business should
be going in the future and whether the owner will be going
in the same direction. At this stage, every busines owner is
faced with an almost daily question by which he or she is
torn between two decision points—"Am I going to keep the
business and pass it to the next generation?” or “Am I going
to sell the business?”

of the owner’s other assets and tax consequences. The
decision to keep or sell is frequently made on a spontaneous basis, without appropriate consideration of the issues
outlined above. Some business owners will entertain offers
for their company just to see what the options are, but they
fail to realize the potential ramifications of rejecting the offer.
Planning and positioning prior to a decision to keep or sell
ensures a more efficient, effective outcome.

Pertinent Considerations

There often is a lack of coordination of the shareholders’

The very complicated decision must include such consider-

and little coordination between the generations. In short,

ations as: the owner’s desire to work or retire, family dynamics,

personal needs and objectives with those of the business,
all successful business owners can and should make these
continued on page 41
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continued from page 38

important decisions based on a sound and thorough

affects their ability to pay taxes from other assets or from

knowledge of the options available to them and the overall

the company.

consequences of their decisions. While no decision may be
perfect in all respects, careful and complete planning can
meet most objectives.

To Keep Considerations

Valuation is both an art and a science. It should be approached
with care and an understanding of the purposes for which it
is to be used.
Transition to the next generation: As the business

Value: Determining the appropriate value of the business

owner approaches retirement or the desire to slow down, or

affects every aspect of the keep decision, and drives

as children mature and are ready to pursue a career, he or

planning for keeping the business. Whether the business

she is faced with deciding who is going to be involved in the

will be transferred during the owner’s lifetime, at his or her

ownership of the business.

death or at the death of the surviving spouse, active heirs
and inactive heirs may have an interest in the valuation
being different.

Decisions-makers: The business owner should run a
mental fire drill to understand what would happen to the
operation of the business if he or she were permanently

The surviving spouse’s interest in value could be based on

absent tomorrow. Are the people running the day-to-day

trying to plan for the eventual payment of estate taxes, on

operations empowered to make important decisions? Will

maximizing the amount available for his or her benefit or on

the decision-makers be required to report to a formal or

effecting a sale to other family members, either under an ex-

informal board of directors?

isting agreement or in order to convert the business interest
to an asset with less risk and more stable income.

Even if a good management team already is in place, does
it have an incentive to remain when the next generation of

Active and inactive heirs may have competing interests

family assumes ownership and control? All of these ques-

in business valuation, especially if they don’t all share the

tions should be considered, planned for and implemented

business asset or if they are to be “equalized” out of other

before an “emergency” need arises.

assets. Even if the heirs’ interests are the same, value

continued on page 42
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Owner’s benefits: Many business owners are not fully

Pre-sale planning: A great deal of planning should take

aware of the value and extent to which they are receiving

place in advance of any sale transaction. The more time that

benefits from the company other than just salary. Medical

elapses between the implementation of a strategy and the

benefits, perquisites, pension, employment opportunities for

sale transaction, the better potential to preserve wealth and

family members, travel and memberships should be recog-

structure a deal that is beneficial to all parties.

nized in the owner’s decision to retain the business.

Transaction strategy: Before the business is put on the

Employee compensation: There are many ways to

market, its financial status should be examined and stated in

compensate employees in addition to their paychecks. Each

the best possible light. Balance sheets and income statements

method can serve a different objective, both for the business

may need to be recast.

owner and for the employee.

Implementation and positioning: Developing a nego-

Estate plan: Just having the correct legal documents does

tiating team is critical. Defining the roles of the owner and

not constitute a plan for business continuity, nor should a

others in the negotiations is an essential prerequisite to

plan remain static. Changing circumstances and changing

making the sale process move smoothly and to obtaining

values require a plan periodic review of the estate plan.

the best result for the owner. Expert, experienced advice is

To Sell Considerations

required to determine the type of offer process that will be

Value: The buyer determines the value of a business based
on a number of factors, including strategic benefit and fit
with other businesses, earning and cash ﬂow or the management team. For the seller, gross value paid often will
be the determinative factor in whether or not to sell. But

most effective.
Post-sale planning: Coordinating the change in the
makeup of the assets from stock in a closely held business
to liquid assets requires an analysis of income and security
needs and a reconsideration of the existing estate plan.

consideration paid can take a number of forms and should

Net to owner: From the beginning of planning for a sale

be carefully structured and negotiated.

through completion of a sale through completion of the

Net Value: The impact of taxes involved for both the buyer
and the seller often are not fully understood. The extent,
timing and payment of these taxes can be planned for, but
not after the deal is made. Total purchase price should not
be as important as the net to the seller and his or her family.
The buyer can be convinced to deliver more to the seller if it
is more tax efficient for him.

transaction and beyond, one needs to keep in mind the end
result to the owner and his or her family. All prior considerations help to achieve the best result for all generations of
the owner’s family.

Available Resources
If you are considering selling or have thought about selling
your business, you have two resources available to you
from IMARK.
continued on page 44
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The Beringer Group provides IMARK

owners of independent distributors often feel that the best

members with a complimentary

thing they can do for their employees and their customers

valuation and explanation of op-

is to sell their business to fellow independent distributors.

tions related to your specific keep/

IMARK senior management maintains strict confidence of all

sell planning needs. Contact Brad

parties involved, making the introductions of members who

Williams at bwilliams@theberinger-

wish to sell their business to those members who may be

group.com for more information.
Another resource to consider is the

44

looking to purchase and expand.”
IMARK offers this service free of charge to all members of all

IMARK First Program. “The IMARK First

verticals. The IMARK First Program benefits all IMARK mem-

Program is designed to match members

bers by maintaining and expanding the group’s purchasing

desiring to sell their businesses with fellow

volume with suppliers. For example, IMARK Electrical has

IMARK member companies that are in

assisted in acquisitions over the past seven years resulting

acquisition mode,” explains John Aykroyd,

in the group retaining close to $1 billion in purchasing

president of IMARK Plumbing. “Our group

power. Contact Ken Nagel at knagel@imarkgroup.com for

is made up of family businesses and most

additional information about the IMARK First program.
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SUPPLIER & PRODUCT
UPDATE
Oatey Co. Announces Managerial
Appointments
Oatey Co. recently announced new
managerial appointments including the
promotion of Patrick Aquino to vice
president of sales, wholesale plumbing.

within the health care vertical. By

acquisition and overall HR strategy.

developing relationships across the

Prior to joining Oatey, she spent 10

health care industry, he will help con-

years at Lincoln Electric, most recently

tinue to position Oatey as the brand of

as vice president, human resources,

choice, while increasing opportunities

Americas welding.

with new customers.

Aquino joined
Oatey nearly
five years ago as
northeast regional
sales manager

most recently, as director of rough
plumbing and commercial sales. With
more than 15 years of experience
in sales and business development,
Aquino will use his deep knowledge of
the plumbing industry to lead Oatey’s
regional sales managers, commercial
sales team and showroom sales team.
Oatey Co. also promoted Adrien Scherer
to manager, commercial health care
sales, and John Waters to technical

John Waters

sales manager. In

Darryl Jones is now serving as manager,
commercial sales training, and Karen
Fox has been promoted to national
showroom sales manager.
Jones joined the
QuickDrain USA
organization
more than five

nity. Providing best-in-class support

years ago and has

to customers in the field, he will be

served as man-

responsible for winning specifications

ager, showroom

across all Oatey brands and working

sales, since Oatey

with engineering firms in his territory.
Oatey Co. also promoted Dalithia Smith,
SPHR, CCP, SHRM-SCP, to vice president
and chief human resources officer.

years ago as technical specialist,
commercial sales.
In his new role

industry to grow Oatey’s business

and inclusion.

work within the engineering commu-

three and a half

of the plumbing

acquired late

process by influencing specification

Oatey nearly

deep knowledge

security as well as diversity, equity

will support Oatey’s commercial sales

Scherer joined

Adrien Scherer

for environmental, health, safety and

which Oatey

his new role, he

specialist, commercial sales.

he will apply his

Oatey and will also have responsibility

facturing LLC,

ago as regional

sive responsibility
manager and,

will continue to lead all HR functions at

Keeney Manu-

than three years

gained progres-

Patrick Aquino

Waters joined

last year, more

and has since

as national sales

As chief human resources officer, Smith

Dalithia Smith

Darryl Jones

acquired QuickDrain in 2017.

In his new role, Jones will leverage
his passion for training and coaching

Smith joined

to educate both internal and external

Oatey more than

partners on key commercial sales

two years ago as

products and initiatives. He will lead

vice president,

and execute training across multiple

human resources.

segments in Oatey’s wholesale channel

With more than

and will be critical in supporting

20 years of

key sales and marketing efforts to

experience in

drive growth.

human resources
leadership, she

has significant expertise in all areas of
human capital management, talent

Fox joined Keeney Manufacturing
LLC, which Oatey acquired late last
year, nearly 30 years ago as a sales
manager, most recently serving as
continued on page 48
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continued from page 46

national manager

(stamped logo, packaging and label),

NIBCO Inc. has introduced additional

of wholesale. In

while the fit, form, function and ap-

configurations of its 585HP (high-

her new role, Fox

provals of the product will not change.

performance) bronze ball valves line.

will be the point
person for Oatey’s
showroom sales

For more information, visit
anvilintl.com.

process in support
of the QuickDrain
Karen Fox

USA brand. She

Designed for commercial and industrial
applications, the lead-free 585HP ball
valve line allows for easier installation,
adjustability and long service life.

Cherne Launches Mechanical
Cleanout Plugs

will build rela-

New configurations in this phase include
thread x press end connections for sizes
1/2" to 2" and hose cap and chain for

tionships with showrooms, train sales

sizes 1/2" and 3/4" for solder, press

representatives, and grow new and

and threaded end connections. All

existing products in this space.

585HP valves are North American-

For more information, visit oatey.com.

made and have the following listings
Cherne, a part of the Oatey family of

and certifications: MSS-SP110/145;

brands, has introduced mechanical

IAPMO/ANSI Z1157; NSF/ANSI/CAN

cleanout plugs that are durable, effec-

61-8 Commercial Hot 180° F; NSF/

Berry Global

tive and easy-to-use features making it

ANSI 372; ICC-ES PMG-1558 and ASME

appointed Brian

simple to test a DWV system.

A112.4.14/CSA B125.14.

Available in 2", 3" or 4" configurations,

The new configurations feature the

Cherne Mechanical Cleanout Plugs are

same evolutionary design as the

built for quick and easy mechanical

original 585HP including the patented

operation. The plug’s two-stage locking

laser-welded construction which elimi-

mechanism locks firmly in for both test

nates the threaded body to body-end

and drain positions, allowing for high-

connection allowing for a higher op-

pressure testing up to 150 feet head/65

erating pressure up to 1,000 CWP and

psi/15 ﬂoors (at 10 feet head per ﬂoor).

150 SWP, and operating temperature

Built with durable and replaceable

up to 250° F.

Berry Global Appoints New Sales Director

Hommel to the role
of sales director for
the industrial and
HVAC tapes business segments. He
has more than 25
years of tape ex-

Brian Hommel

perience including
several years each with both IPG and
3M/Venture Tape.

rubber pads, the plugs fit PVC, ABS and

Hommel has served as sales director

cast-iron cleanout tees. They can be in-

for Berry’s Industrial and International

stalled or removed in seconds without

Tapes groups since 2015. His role has

requiring any tools, and no backsplash

been expanded to allow him to bring

draining will occur.

his wealth of sales management experience and history in the HVAC industry

For more information, visit oatey.com.

to Berry’s HVAC business as well.
For more information, visit
berryglobal.com.

NIBCO Offers Additions to Bronze
Ball Valves Line, PressACR fittings

NIBCO has also launched PressACR
fittings, a joining method designed
for use in copper tube systems for air
conditioning and refrigeration applica-

Anvil International, Smith-Cooper
International SPF Brand Change

tions. PressACR is approved for use
with a wide range of refrigerants and
lubricants and creates a safer installa-

Now that Anvil International and

tion as there is no ﬂame or fire hazard

Smith-Cooper International has

with press technology.

merged, the company is transitioning

NIBCO PressACR fittings are UL rec-

the SPF brand to the SCI brand on the
malleable, ductile iron, cast iron and
nipple product lines. The change in
the product will be the branding only

ognized to 700 PSI and feature a gray
Hydrogenated Nitrile Butadiene Rubber
seal to help differentiate them from
other NIBCO press products. Straight
continued on page 51
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and reducing couplings, 45- and
900-degree elbows, caps, Y-joints, and
tees are available in sizes ¼", ½", 3/8",
5/16", 5/8", 7/8" and 1-1/8".
For more information, visit nibco.com.

• Unmatched prying factors
• Higher design loads for
concrete installations
• Visual verification of torque
For more information, visit
anvilintl.com.

Afcon Adds New Seismic Bracing Solutions

wrist-action, four-arm and lever
handles, provides a barrier against
microorganisms like bacteria, molds,
mildew and fungi. The coating creates

T&S Updates Antimicrobial Faucet Handles

an environment where these microbes
lose their ability to grow and ﬂourish.
Laboratory tests have shown that
antimicrobial-coated metal harbors
almost no bacteria 24 hours after application, whereas nontreated metal

Afcon has added the cULus-listed and

demonstrates significant bacterial

FM-approved figure AF700 Universal
Swivel Attachment and figure AF730
Longitudinal and Lateral Seismic
Clamp. Both are available in Anvil’s

growth in the same period.
T&S Brass and Bronze Works has
updated its antimicrobial-coated

Particularly in sensitive and high-traffic
environments, antimicrobial coatings

Seisbrace seismic bracing design soft-

faucet handles.

ware allowing fast, accurate zone of

The antimicrobial coating, available

disease- and contagion-fighting work

inﬂuence calculations and include:

as an option on freshly redesigned

of proper hand washing and hygiene.

provide a valuable boost to the critical

continued on page 52
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The antimicrobial coating on T&S

Consider Vinyl Gloves a Viable Alternative

faucet handles is a clear finish that is
fingerprint-resistant and lasts the life
of the product.
For more information, visit
tsbbrass.com.

New Commercial Boilers & Volume
Water Heaters

In the era of COVID-19, with personal

Bradford White has launched new

demand for disposable gloves has

Brute OmniTech commercial boilers

gone through the roof. Problem is, so

and volume water heaters.

have prices.

hygiene at the top of everyone’s mind,

For more information, visit
bradfordwhite.com.

Dearborn Introduces True Blue Bath Waste
with Finished Drain Spuds

Inventory is difficult to come by and
The C-108SH1 kit is fully compatible

distributors are faced with tough

with the C-108 hot and cold freezeless

choices: Do you continue to sell more

hydrant from PRIER. The shower

expensive gloves or take a sabbatical

kit is self-draining and comes with

from carrying a product that your cli-

everything needed for installation,

ents undoubtedly are clamoring for?

Dearborn, a part of the Oatey family

including a standard MPT shower head

of brands, announced that its True

and mounting hardware. The stainless-

Blue Bath Waste line is now available

steel riser will maintain an attractive

with Finished Drain Spuds in all

finish for many years.

designer finishes. Innovative, ﬂexible
and designed with the plumber in

For more information, visit prier.com.

highest demand. It is the best allaround material in terms of puncture
resistance and chemical protection. It
also has comfort to rival latex without
any of the proteins that can aggravate

mind, True Blue’s integrated locking
features reduce the number of tools

Nitrile gloves, of course, are in the

New Press x PEX Adapters and Tees

needed for installation, saving time

latex sensitivities.
There is another option. Vinyl is an
excellent all-around glove material

and frustration. Now offering drain

that provides a comfortable fit, tactile

spuds in five designer finishes, True

sensitivity and resistance to common

Blue is more versatile than ever.

chemicals and cleaning solutions. And

For more information, visit oatey.com.

it delivers real value.
Vinyl is a synthetic material made from

PRIER Launches Freezeless Shower

polyvinyl chloride (PVC) monomers, with

PRIER Products Inc. launched the

A.Y. McDonald Mfg. Co. has expanded

world’s first freeezeless outdoor show-

its line of no-lead press fit fittings to

er. The shower is a perfect addition to

include Press x PEX Adapters, Press x

lake houses, beach houses, public and

Expansion PEX Adapters and Press x

backyard pools, campgrounds, athletic

Press x PEX Tees.

facilities, farms and anywhere you want
a shower outside.

For more information, visit
aymcdonald.com.

a plasticizer added to make it ﬂexible
(without it, the PVC would be rigid,
as it is when used to make pipe). It’s
inexpensive to create, making it a costeffective alternative for applications
that involve frequent glove changes.
Less elastic than nitrile and latex,
vinyl has a loose fit and a smooth,
comfortable feel. Because it has no
latex proteins, it will not cause allergic
reactions to natural rubber.
continued on page 55
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Vinyl gloves are a great fit and low-cost

All signs point to glove prices remaining

its three previous websites into one

solution for plumbing and light indus-

high well into 2021. If you have never

to help visitors easily access detailed

trial needs. Too often when you see

considered vinyl a viable alternative,

content more efficiently and effectively,

“value” attached to a product, it’s easy

this might be the time to start.

even while on the job site.

For more information, visit

The resource center offers access

ammex.com.

to manuals, specifications, design

to think “cheap,” an inferior item sold
at a lower cost. With vinyl gloves being
manufactured better than ever, though,

software, catalog files in a PDF format,

value means you don’t have to sacrifice

bulletins, computer-aided design details,

quality for savings.

Norgas Launches New Website

Whether industrial or exam grade, vinyl

Norgas has launched a new website,

literature for specifiers, designers,

gloves deliver good barrier protection

which is easy to navigate and features

installers and service technicians.

for light-duty jobs involving common

a regulator sizing tool.

The online catalog delivers detailed

Visit the new website at norgas.com.

product information and descriptions,

cleaning solutions and other nonhazardous materials. In medical grade

as well as advanced search, filter and

they protect against bodily fluids,
bloodborne pathogens and environmental contaminants.

forms, checklists and other important

Uponor Launches New Website
Uponor North America has consolidated

sorting capabilities.
Visit the new website at
uponor-usa.com.
continued on page 57
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New Curb Stop/Check Valves and
Compression Fittings

more than ever, we are deeply

Clean-Fit Products, a division of The

appreciative of the hard work and

Mill-Rose Company.

commitment of our manufacturing
associates.”

With 550% absorbent capacity, Monster
Wipes are great for cleaning up water,

With eight manufacturing facilities

solvent and oil-based spills. Their

worldwide, Oatey manufactures

latex-free fabric is soft and virtually lint

millions of products each year,

free for delicate wiping applications,

ranging from cements, supply boxes,

while providing superior strength for

drains and flanges to bath waste,

cleaning grease and grime off tools,

Liberty Pumps recently added curb

underground waterworks, shower

parts and a range of hard surfaces.

stops to its line of accessories. They

systems and much more. Throughout

Tough and versatile, they allow for

feature durable 316 stainless steel

the Manufacturing Week celebration,

repeated use, yet are disposable

construction, 200 PSI working pressure

Oatey spotlighted manufacturing

whenever a clean towel is needed.

and a compact one-piece design with

associates across the company who

curb stop clean out and check valve.

make a difference each day through

They are available in three different
sizes:

their talent and dedication.
For more information, visit oatey.com.

• 1-1/4"
• 1-1/2"
• 2"

Mill-Rose Introduces Monster Wipes,
OXY-Clutch

Compression fit connector/adapters
are also available for HDPE and PE

The Clean-Fit Products division of

pipe (sold separately).

The Mill-Rose Company has also

For more information, visit

introduced Monster OXY-Clutch,

libertypumps.com.

a new specially formulated thread
sealant for high-pressure, pure oxygen
piping systems.

Oatey Recognizes Essential
Manufacturing Workers

OXY-Clutch is PTFE enriched and provides superior sealing characteristics,

Oatey Co. recognized its manufacturing

is inert, noncorrosive and nonﬂamma-

workforce during a “Manufacturing

ble, and contains no VOCs, silicone or

Week” celebration. In addition to the

hydrocarbons. This unique thread seal-

invaluable efforts of Oatey’s manu-

ant has an effective temperature range

facturing workforce year-round, their

from -320°F to 450°F (-196°C to 232°C)

contributions as essential workers

at pressures up to 2,600 PSI (180 BAR).

throughout the COVID-19 pandemic

Blue Monster® OXY-Clutch is tested for

have further highlighted the impor-

Autoignition Temperature according to

tance of the manufacturing industry.
“At Oatey, we are proud to have been
a part of the manufacturing industry
for more than 100 years,” said Kevin
Ellman, vice president of manufacturing and distribution at Oatey. “Now

the stringent standard of ASTM G-72.
Monster Wipes Industrial Towels,

For more information, visit

tough, synthetic-based disposable

cleanfit.com.

wipes offering superior wet strength
and versatility, are now available from

imarkgroup.com
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AZ Partsmaster Acquires Murray Supply
Co. MRO Business
AZ Partsmaster, a dedicated maintenance/repair/operations (MRO)
supplier to the multifamily industry,
recently acquired Murray Supply Co.’s
MRO division.
As a result of the acquisition, the
Murray Supply MRO locations in
Charlotte and Raleigh, North Carolina,
will operate as AZ Partsmaster. Murray
Supply’s plumbing division, with six
locations throughout the Carolinas, will
remain a part of MORSCO, a leading
U.S. distributor of commercial and
residential plumbing, waterworks
and HVAC with showrooms across
the country.
Established in 1985 by Dave Schlecht,
AZ Partsmaster, family owned and
operated, is celebrating its 35th year

by continuing its growth in capabilities

text updates for deliveries, more than

and locations to better serve multi-

7,500 products, fabrication services

family customers. AZ Partsmaster is

and teams specializing in renovations

built on the foundation of providing

and special orders.

outstanding customer service, building
lasting customer relationships, offering
extensive product selection and provid-

For more information, visit
azpartsmaster.com.

ing same day delivery. With corporate
offices located in Phoenix, AZ Partsmaster has an extensive footprint

Sierra Plumbing Supply Inc.
Opens Third Location

across the southwest with locations
in Tucson, Arizona; Las Vegas;
Albuquerque, New Mexico; Denver;
Dallas and Oklahoma City.
The Murray Supply MRO team of
dedicated customer service, warehouse,
delivery and salespeople will transition
to AZ Partsmaster and continue to
deliver industry-leading service. For
customers, the transition will be a
seamless one, and services will include
same-day delivery in local markets,
continued on page 61
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Sierra Plumbing Supply has opened

parts, water heaters, pumps, tools as

a new location. An express supply

well as decorative supplies. The com-

counter is part of the expanded

pany wants to thank all of its IMARK

6,000-square-foot warehouse used

vendor partners and reps for working

for the Granite Bay Plumbing Gallery

with staff on special promotions and

Showroom.

dating to help get the new location

The company’s goal was to utilize

stocked up.

For more information, visit

the existing warehouse space for its

For more information, visit

showroom inventory and be able to

sierrashowroom.com.

staff it full time with two people to
serve the supply counter and receive
and manage the showroom receiving

thetapofks.com.

BK Plumbing Featured on My Southern Home
Tap of Kansas Expands

BK Plumbing Supply in Louisville,

and will-call business.

The Tap of Kansas’ business is growing

Kentucky was recently featured on

President Jason Craig, Warehouse

thanks to the help of the company’s

My Southern Home. The segments

Manager Ken Roebuck and Sales

staff and customers.

also featured products from IMARK

Manager Mark Brown put the new

The company has added an additional

suppliers Rheem and TACO.

store together in about three weeks

25,000-square-foot of new warehouse

“We sold out of Rheem Tankless and

in May and opened it on June 1.

space with roughly 3,000 square feet

one Marathon heater the day after the

The supply business is geared toward

allotted to a new front counter area.

show aired,” said John Burgin, president, BK Plumbing, adding that one

serving local service plumbers as
well as remodel contractors with a
convenient location to get all of their
plumbing supplies.

Staff are so excited to move in that
they have dedicated an additional three
hours each night to moving new product

Granite Bay Plumbing Gallery Folsom

into the warehouse. They’ve moved

Supply uses almost exclusively IMARK

heaters, pipe, hangers and pipe racks,

vendors offering pipe, fittings, repair

just to name a few items.

We want to hear from you!
Please forward all news submissions,
including new product/service releases,
case studies, promotions,
features and more to
Jennifer Kohlhepp at
jkohlhepp@cmasolutions.com.

of the segments featured his daughter
Amy and her plumbing work.
To view one of the segments, visit
youtu.be/0ahQfnLjPvk. For more
information on BK Plumbing, visit
bkplumbingsupply.com.

Each issue of IMARK Plumbing Now
includes:
• Industry Trend Features
• Marketing, Management and
Leadership Articles
• News from Suppliers and Members
• Member and Vendor Profiles
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